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MEDLINEUNITE® Foot Recon Plating System
Intelligently designed implants and instrumentation

FORM MEETS 
FIXATION.
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Intelligently 
Designed.  
The Medline UNITE Foot Recon Plating System is based  
on our single-minded philosophy of Intelligent Design:  
To manufacture clinically advanced products with  
optimal functionality that are intuitive to use. 

Clinically Advanced

MEDLINEUNITE Foot Recon Plating System

Stronger implants to withstand the rigors of foot reconstruction surgery. 
Exceptional anatomical design matches the unique contours of the foot to 
optimize patient outcomes and comfort.  

Polyaxial locking and universal plate holes provide intraoperative flexibility.
Strategically located compression slots maximize joint compression.

Instruments organized in order of procedure flow to help promote simplicity, 
reduce errors and increase O.R. efficiency. 
Color-coded system designed to match implants with instruments to help

Optimal Functionality 

Intuitive Instrumentation 
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Clinically 
Advanced.  

Medline UNITE foot plates, screws and instruments are engineered for 
exceptional quality and precision. Our obsessive attention to detail helps 
promote better patient outcomes and satisfaction, and improves the 
efficiency of the procedure.  

Stronger Implants 
Our implants are meticulously fabricated with titanium alloy. 

Anatomically Contoured Plates  
Our plates are diligently contoured to the unique anatomical 
structures of the foot for a better, tighter fit. This helps reduce 
time in the O.R. since typically little or no plate bending will  
be required.

Minimal Profile 
Plates are fabricated with an exceptionally smooth,  
beveled edge to minimize soft tissue irritation and provide 
greater patient comfort.15% stronger than a leading competitor to withstand  

post-operative implant stress.* 
Plates are machined in anatomic plantar/dorsal flexion angles  
to reduce need for bending, which may weaken the material.

* Data on file.

MEDLINEUNITE Foot Recon Plating System
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The Medline UNITE Foot Plating System was designed to ensure each plate,  
screw and instrument performs with optimal functionality. The result is enhanced 
surgeon control with more intraoperative flexibility and increased efficiency.  
Key advantages include: 

Polyaxial Locking  
Flexible screw configurations built into the plate provide 
for up to 15 degrees off axis to promote customized, 
patient-specific fixation. 

Universal Plate Holes 
All plates accept both 2.7 mm and 3.5 mm locking and 
non-locking screws, providing greater surgical flexibility. 

Optimal
Functionality. 

Evans Wedge Plate 
The Evans Wedge Plate is designed 
with barbed wedges to securely anchor 
the plate onto the proximal cortex.  

MDCO Plate
MDCO plates are uniquely 
designed with a compression 
hole to help firmly compress 
the proximal and distal 
aspects of the calcaneus, 
helping promote precise 
flatfoot correction. 

Optimized Compression  
Compression slots are strategically located for placement 
in hard diaphyseal bone. This encourages more effective 
compression at the joint to enhance the healing process.  

MEDLINEUNITE Foot Recon Plating System
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Intuitive design makes the tray easier and  
more efficient to navigate for surgeons and staff.  

The Medline UNITE Foot Plating System contains an  
extensive selection of plates, screws and instruments  
for the most frequently performed procedures:

Greater Efficiency 
Instruments and implants are arranged in order of procedure flow.  

Faster Identification 
Color-coded system matches instruments to the appropriate 
screws for easier and quicker identification.

Better Protection 
Wires and pins are housed in protective aluminum tubes  
to help prevent bending, sharps-related injuries and perforations  
of FDA-cleared sterilization wrap.    

Intuitive  
Instrumentation.

Unique Features  
of the Tray Include:

MTP Fusion
Lapidus
TMT Fusions
Cotton
Evans
Medial Displacement Calcaneal Osteotomy

Cannulated Screws  
and Instruments
Joint Distractor 
Metatarsal and  
Phalangeal Reamers
Color-Coded Locking  
and Non-Locking Screws

MEDLINEUNITE Foot Recon Plating System
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HALLUX RIGIDUS 

MIDFOOT RECONSTRUCTION

HALLUX VALGUS 

LEFT   RIGHT

Metatarsal Reamer 16-22 mmPhalangeal Reamer, 16-22 mm

FLATFOOT RECONSTRUCTION

DISTRACTOR

10°

5°

0°

REV MED SML SML MED REV

MTP FUSION

LAPIDUS

NO STEP 1 mm 2 mm 3 mm 4 mm

TMT

2 HOLE 3 HOLE 4 HOLE 5 HOLE 4 HOLE 5 HOLE

COTTON

NO WEDGE

NO WEDGE 6 mm 8 mm 10 mm

5 mm 7.5 mm 10 mm

EVANS

MDCO

MEDLINEUNITE Foot Plating System MEDLINEUNITE Foot Recon Plating System
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Medline Industries, Inc.  Three Lakes Drive, Northfield, IL 60093

Medline United States 
1-800-MEDLINE (633-5463)
medline.com | info@medline.com

Medline Canada 
1-800-396-6996
medline.ca | canada@medline.com

Medline México 
01-800-831-0898
medlinemexico.com | mexico@medline.com

Some products may not be for sale in Mexico or Canada. We reserve the right to correct any errors that may occur within this brochure. ©2018 Medline Industries, Inc. MEDLINEUNITE is a registered trademark and 
Advancing the Health of Healthcare is a trademark of Medline Industries, Inc. MKT1795325 / LIT075 / 5M / AL / 31

FOLLOW US BLOG

One step ahead.
For more than 50 years, we’ve been helping healthcare run better 
as the nation’s largest privately held manufacturer and distributor 
of medical products. We’re your strategic partner, empowered  
to innovate and tailor healthcare solutions that flex with your 
ever-changing needs. So you’re always one step ahead.


